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Our flour derived from 100% MOLTEN ROCK, no artificial grind, from
cereals grown between Cuneo and Turin with INTEGRATED FARMING
METHODS, regulated by the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences of the
University of Turin.

This is “ViVa la nostra farina è”:
When we look for a quality flour we focus on few
details: “stone ground flour”, “the wheat should
be 100% italian”, “wheat germ flour”...
Not enough to grant quality.
That’s why we decided to start from wheat
production to the bag you are going to buy, in
order to produce an healthy and technologically
perfect flour. In this way we will be not only
satisfied, but also responsible towards our
land: FROM FARM TO TABLE!

Why ViVa?
ViVa was born in our fields between Turin and
Cuneo.
ViVa is more than a name, it is our quality label.
In cooperation with the faculty of Agricultural
Sciences (University of Turin) we wrote a
regulation for growing the cereals, signed by
all our farmers.
Our milling is 100% MOLTEN ROCK , natural, no
artificial grind, but an organic lava from the
Mount Etna caves.
What about the advantage?
A very slow milling that crush our grains
and mix them, giving to ViVa its hazel brown
colour and keeping the perfume and the
taste of wheat.
In this way we respect the work of the farmer
and the health of the consumer thanks to a
no chemical residue flour.

Our TYPE 1 Flours
SOFT Flour

MEDIUM Flour

Soft wheat flour, whole grain, high
extensibility. Suitable for doughs with
hydratation from 50 to 65%.

This flour is made by a blend of soft
wheat balancing a high content of
proteins and a very good extensibility.
Suitable for doughs obtained mixing
all the ingredients, for doughs which
need to be processed in two steps,
and for sourdough. Their hydratation
ranged from 65 and 75% and they have
18/24 hours of ripening at controlled
temperature.

Perfect for pasta, shortcrust pastry,
cakes, some types of breadsticks and
bread.

Perfect for every kind of bread from
Ciabatta bread to rustic bread.

W 160
P/L - 0,4/0,6

ENERGY (kJ / kcal) 1440/340
FIBER 6,8g
PROTEINS 11g
MINERAL SALT MAX 0,80%
ABSORPTION 57%
STABILITY 6 min
W 160
P/L 0,4/0,6
FALLING NUMBER (HAGBERG) 250 sec

W 270
P/L - 0,5/0,7

ENERGY (kJ / kcal) 1460/345
FIBER 6,8g
PROTEINS 13g
MINERAL SALT MAX 0,80%
ABSORPTION 61%
STABILITY 10 min
W 270
P/L 0,5/0,7
FALLING NUMBER (HAGBERG) SUP. 300 sec

STRONG Flour

EFFEPI Flour

This flour is made by a blend of soft
wheat with 3% rye, that thanks to a
high content of enzymes, helps the
fermentation making the product
extremely digestible. Suitable for
doughs that require a high extensibility,
doughts obtained mixing all the
ingredients, for doughs which need
to be processed in two steps. Their
hydratation is greater than 75% and
they have 24/48 hours of ripening at
controlled temperature.

This flour is made by a blend of soft
wheat with a high content of proteins
and a high extensibility. Suitable for
anniversary cakes doughs (with an
elevated content of fats), long rising
doughs with an hydratation of 85%.
Perfect for Panettone, Pandoro, Easter
cake, croissants and all the bakery
products that need a long processing
and maturation.

Perfect for round Pizza, Pizza alla
romana, focaccia bread andbakery
products that need a long processing.

W 320
P/L - 0,4/0,5

ENERGY (kJ / kcal) 1447/342
FIBER 6,8g
PROTEINS 14g
MINERAL SALT MAX 0,80%
ABSORPTION 65%
STABILITY 15 min
W 320
P/L 0,4/0,5
FALLING NUMBER (HAGBERG) SUP. 300 sec

W 360
P/L - 0,5/0,6

Different formats available

1 - 5 - 25 Kg

ENERGY (kJ / kcal) 1545/365
FIBER 6,8g
PROTEINS 15,5g
MINERAL SALT MAX 0,80%
ABSORPTION 65%
STABILITY 18 min
W 360
P/L 0,5/0,6
FALLING NUMBER (HAGBERG) SUP. 320 sec

Our WHOLEGRAIN Flours
WHOLEGRAIN Flour

MAIZE Flour

Soft wheat flour “tutto corpo” (every
single grain is milled) obtained
from a blend of soft corn. The high
content of proteins and fibers helps to
assimilate liquids. Suitable for doughs
obtained mixing all the ingredients, for
doughs which need to be processed
in two steps, with sourdough,
with an hydratation up to 85% and
maturations up to 18/24 h at controlled
temperature.

Maize flour obtained from the milling
of single variety corn. Suitable for
polenta, to use from 20 to 30% with
soft wheat corn to prepare droughts
obtained mixing all the ingredients, for
doughts which need to be processed
in two steps, with sourdough, with an
hydratation between 55 and 65% and
maturations up to 18/24 h at controlled
temperature.

Perfect for every kind of bakery
products.

W 290
P/L - 0,7/0,8

ENERGY (kJ / kcal) 1447/342
FIBER 11g
PROTEINS 14g
MINERAL SALT MAX 1,70%
ABSORPTION 65%
STABILITY 8 min
W 290
P/L 0,7/0,8
FALLING NUMBER (HAGBERG) SUP. 300 sec

Perfect for Polenta and bakery
products such as Maize biscuits
(Meliga) and special breads.
ENERGY (kJ / kcal) 1473/348
FIBER 7,2g
PROTEINS 8,5g

RYE Flour

EINKORN Flour

Wholegrain rye flour which contains
a little gluten and it is rich with
enzymes. It can be used together with
the soft wheat or alone to prepare
droughts obtained mixing all the
ingredients, for doughs which need
to be processed in two steps, with
sourdough, an hydratation between 65
and 75% and maturations up to 18/24 h
at controlled temperature.

Spelt flour obtained from the einkorn
milling. The einkorn is considered
the oldest cereal in the world, it
has an high content of proteins but
very low gluten. Suitable for doughs
obtained mixing all the ingredients, for
doughs which need to be processed
in two steps, with sourdough, an
hydratation between 60% and 70% and
maturations up to 18/24 h at controlled
temperature.

Perfect for rustic and aromatic taste
bakery products.

ENERGY (kJ / kcal) 973/230
FIBER 12,8g
PROTEINS 8g
MINERAL SALT MAX 1,70%
FALLING NUMBER (HAGBERG) SUP. 220 sec

Different formats available

1 - 5 - 25 Kg

Perfect for every kind of bread and
biscuits with a unique taste and
highly digestible.
ENERGY (kJ / kcal) 1400/335
FIBER 7,5g
PROTEINS 15g
MINERAL SALT MAX 1,70%
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